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HEAD OFFICE, FACTORY 
and SHOWROOM

Decoflame ApS

Stenholm 14

9400 Nørresundby

Denmark

tel. +45 9630 4800

info@decoflame.dk

www.decoflame.com

For a list of international dealers visit
www.decoflame.com

DECOFLAME WORLDWIDE

Take a virtual showroom 
tour by scanning the code.
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EXCEPTIONAL DESIGN COMBINED
WITH CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY:

 THIS IS WHAT DECOFLAME IS STRIVING FOR.
  - KJELL THOMSEN, CEO
  

Located in Northern Denmark, Decoflame was launched 

in 2008 and is today a leading manufacturer of high-end 

bioethanol fireplaces. 

Decoflame applies its expertise and design compe-

tences in creating both standard and made-to-meas-

ure biofires for luxury property developments, private 

homes, as well as for the hospitality sector.

All Decoflame fireplaces are manually crafted and 

tested by highly skilled professionals, using premium 

quality materials. Equipped with various safety sensors, 

Decoflame fireplace combine cutting edge-technology 

with Scandinavian design. 

With  a  well-established  worldwide  network,  profes-

sional  staff,  comprehensive  informative  materials and 

technical  specifications,  Decoflame  offers  architects, 

interior designers as well as private customers, the per-

fect fireplace solution for every unique project.

ABOUT
DECOFLAME
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Bioethanol - or simply ‘ethanol’ is a renewable energy 

source made by fermenting the sugar and starch

components of organic matter - mainly sugarcane, po-

tatoes, and crops like grain. Depending on the  agricul-

tural structures of the producing country, it might also 

be made from milk, corn, rice, banana, grapes or even 

dates.

Today, bioethanol has many uses: Blended with petrol it 

makes transport fuel more sustainable, the cosmetics-, 

medical- and food industries use it in their production 

processes, and – last but not least – used in Decoflame 

fireplaces, it creates aa beautiful dancing flame with a 

clean combustion.

CLEAN EMISSION
When burning, bioethanol is dissolved into water and 

vapour carbon dioxide (CO2). 

THE GREEN ALTERNATIVE
BIOETHANOL

No chimney No smell

Carbon dioxide is absorbed by plants. It is then pro-

cessed via photosynthesis to help the plant grow. This 

infinite cycle of creation and combustion of energy – in 

a way a recycling of energy -  makes bioethanol a 

carbon-neutral fuel.

EFFICIENT GREEN ENERGY
Due to the clean combustion of bioethanol, neither a 

flue nor a chimney are needed for Decoflame firepla-

ces – all the heat created is kept indoors. That is what 

makes bioethanol fires highly effective and efficient.

CO2

                                        
Sugars from crops are fermented and 

distilled to make ethanol

when burning releases

carbon dioxide

which is used in 

bioethanol fires
which is absorbed

by crops

BIOETHANOL AND DECOFLAME FIREPLACES
All Decoflame fireplaces can be operated only with 

bioethanol of at least 96% but max. 97.5% purity. We rec-

ommend Decoflame bioethanol, which has an alcohol 

percentage of 96.5%. 

For more information on bioethanol or where to buy it, 

please contact us or visit:

www.decoflame.com

STORAGE AND HANDLING
Bioethanol is classified as a Flammable Liquid Class 1B 

(for Flammability) and Class 3 PGII (for Transportation) 

and is regulated by various standards around the world.

Before operating a Decoflame bioethanol fire, please 

familiarise yourself and comply with these regulations 

in order to safely and legally store, handle, decant and 

use this fuel.  

ETHANOL VS. DENATURED ETHANOL
In line with various global regulations bioethanol of 

100% purity cannot be sold in order to avoid human 

consumption.

Ethanol is therefore denatured with varying substances 

for retail purposes. It might be traded under names like 

Denatured Ethanol, Methylated Spirits, Denatured Alco-

hol, and others.
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NO ASH
ECO FUEL

ECO-WAVE

ECO-SWITCH

TV TEMP.
SENSOR

NO CHIMNEY

OPTIONAL
COLORS

EXTERNAL
FUEL
TANK

EASY
INSTALLATION

APP 
CONTROL

FLAME
SIZE

REGULATION

MADE
TO

MEASURE

NO SMOKE

NO SOOT

Montreal™ with the manual burner in the bathroom interior
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SAFE TO OPERATE
Designed with functionality and consumer safety at our 

heart, all Decoflame fires are thoroughly stress tested in 

our manufacturing line.

The manual Decoflame burner features safety sym-

bols/markings providing clearly understandable ad-

vice for safe operation of the product. The electronically 

controlled Decoflame e-Ribbon Fire™ includes a highly 

developed safety system which ensures that danger-

ous user errors during operation of the fire are ruled out.

Regardless whether manual or highly advanced elec-

tronically controlled burner, all Decoflame fireplace 

models come with a comprehensive User Manual in 

which every aspect from decanting the fuel, lighting the 

flame, regulating the flame to extinguishing the flame 

has been explained in order to provide peace of mind 

and facilitate a save operation of the fire. 

OUR NUMBER ONE PRIORITY
As for all types of fireplaces, it is important to adhere 

to safety aspects when operating bioethanol fires. It is 

therefore essential to take the time to familiarise one-

self with the safety procedures associated with using a 

Decoflame fire and to educate other users of the appli-

ance on bioethanol fireplace safety.  

This type of fire technology is not well known and there-

fore we recommend that owners diligently induct any 

potential user of their fireplace to ensure everyone is 

aware of the potential hazards associated with using 

bioethanol as combustible.

CREATING THE FUTURE
Through our participation as member of the European 

Expert Panel, which has been working on the devel-

opment of a European Standard for bioethanol fires, 

we have not only been able to gain a unique insight 

in chemical and physical processes around biothanol 

fires, but have also contributed significantly to the fu-

ture safety of consumers operating  bioethanol fires. 

With knowledge gathered from our work with biochem-

ists and experts throughout the industry, we are able to 

create the safest bioethanol fires on the market, offering 

unique solutions for any fireplace application.

SAFETY
A DECOFLAME PRIORITY

Denver Ellipse™ being tested in Decoflame’s factory
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E-RIBBON FIRE
TECHNOLOGY

Decoflame introduced the e-Ribbon Fire™ - an electro- 

nically controlled ethanol burner featuring the patented 

CEVB Technology (Controlled Ethanol Vapour Burning). 

This highly advanced combustion system allows con-

trolling the fireplace with a remote control or a Smart 

Device (Bluetooth) via Decoflame App. Moreover, an 

intuitive touch display provides easily understandable 

settings and feed-back messages.

Available as part of the versatile range of Decoflame 

made-to-measure built-in bioethanol fireplaces, the 

Decoflame e-Ribbon Fire™ allows a unique adaptation 

to the customers’ needs and ideas. Whether a Denver 

e-Ribbon Fire™ is used to create a focal point in the cen-

tre of a room or a Montreal e-Ribbon Fire™, open to front 

and back is allowing a view of mesmerising flames from 

two adjacent rooms – any form of layout, design and 

finish can be brought to live with a Decoflame e-Ribbon 

Fire™. 

Its patented CEVB technology enables the user to con-

trol the flame intensity, thus the heat output over six 

flame levels, and this independently monitors the fuel 

level inside the tank. A greater tank volume compared 

to a manual burner makes frequent refilling unneces-

sary.

Intuitive operation via touch display, the radio-frequen-

cy remote control or a Smart Device provide a highly 

user-friendly approach. 

• Remotely controllable

• Controllable from a Smart Device via 

Decoflame App (Bluetooth).

• 6-step flame regulation (1-5 & Eco-Wave™)

• LCD touch display with information about oper-

ating status and fuel level

• Safety chamber

• System leakage sensor with auto-cut-off

• TV-temperature-sensor with auto-cut-off

• External tank with automatic fuel refill system 

• Smart Home connection

• Infinite Fire™

• Eco-Wave™

• Eco-Switch™

TECHNICAL FEATURES

FOR AUTOMATICALLY CONTROLLED FIREPLACESS

Equipped with safety features like spillage- and tem-

perature sensors, which will trigger an auto-cut-off re-

sponse when activated, the Decoflame e-Ribbon Fire™ 

offers complete peace of mind for the customers oper-

ating the fireplace. 

Denver Ellipse™
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ECO-SWITCH™
Exceptionally long fireplaces can either have a singular 

flame tray or can have the burner divided into several 

burning zones. 

Eco-switch™ is a function that allows alternating the 

burning zones in order to keep a constant heat output 

and save fuel. If the temperature increases above the 

desired limit, one or several burners can be turned off, 

while still having the possibility to enjoy the fire.

LONG LINE OF FIRE
One of the most sophisticated fireplace solutions,

developed exclusively by Decoflame, the ‘Infinite Fire’ 

can be manufactured from a single-module burner 

creating a long line of fire of any dimension. This elec-

tronically-controlled model can be divided into several 

burning zones that can be operated alternatively.

Using the patented CEVB Technology (Controlled

Ethanol Vapour Burning), all Decoflame automatic fire-

places can be integrated in a ‘Smart Home System’ and 

can be controlled by a remote control or from a smart 

device via Bluetooth. Moreover, the e-Ribbon™

technology has allowed relating the concept of heat 

reuse to bioethanol fires, connecting a fireplace to the 

ventilation system, which allows an even distribution of 

the heat output to other rooms, making biofires the per-

fect solution for passive houses.

INFINITE FIRE™ DECOFLAME APP

ECO-WAVE™
Eco-Wave™ is the 6th flame level on Decoflame e-Rib-

bon Fire burners and represents an exclusive environ-

mentally-friendly alternative to the existing options on 

the market.

This feature allows reducing the biofuel consumption by 

up to 50% while enjoying a very natural and charming vis-

ual effect of the dancing flames. Combining the function-

ality of the low fuel consumption with the beauty of the 

vivid flames, the Eco-Wave™ makes it possible to enjoy 

the cosiness of a bioethanol fireplace for a longer time.

SEAMLESS CONTROL
Available for both Apple and Android products, this cut-

ting-edge technology comes as an alternative for the 

Decoflame remote controller. Furthermore, the Blue-

tooth connection can be combined with a Smart Home 

System via the RS-232 cable.

With its simple, user-friendly design, the Decoflame 

App allows controlling one or several fireplaces from the 

same device. 

The Decoflame App can be used to:

• turn on/off the fireplace(s)

• adjust the flame intensity (1-5 & eco-wave)

• control the heat output

• stay informed about the fuel level in the tank

• stay informed about the estimated burning time

• set the auto shut-off timer
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The external fuel tank simplifies the refilling process. The 

dimensions of the external fuel tank can vary according 

the customers’ needs. Moreover, the tank can be placed 

in the vicinity of the fireplace, or in a separate room as 

the pipes connecting the two can have a 

customised length. 

AUTOMATIC FUEL REFILL SYSTEM

EXTERNAL FUEL TANK
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All fireplaces with the  e-Ribbon Fire™  can be custom-

ized to any desired dimensions and consist of:

 - Flame tray (customisable size)

- Base plate (customisable size)

-  LCD touch display and a fuel inlet

- Fuel tank and electronics (not visible once installed)

CUSTOM-MADE DESIGN

EASY TO FILL 

 The remotely controlled  e-Ribbon Fire™ is ideal for ap-

plications in public spaces like restaurants, hotels, spas 

and office buildings where operating personnel usu-

ally varies and continuity in ease of operation is essen-

tial. With a large fuel tank able to hold several litres of 

bioethanol, the  e-Ribbon Fire™ can burn for hours on 

one tank filling.

For even more convenience, an external fuel refilling 

system with a fuel tank of any capacity can be connect-

ed to the automatic fireplaces.

EASY TO OPERATE
A user-friendly operating display and a remote control 

provide easily understandable settings and feed-back 

messages.

It is also possible to control the fire using a smartphone 

or a tablet via Bluetooth and Decoflame App. The app 

allows controlling the flame intensity, check the fuel 

consumption, fuel level and heat output, pre-set a timer 

and of course turn the fire on and off.

EASY INSTALLATION 
The fires featuring the e-Ribbon™ technology can be in-

stalled almost anywhere, e.g. built-into walls or as part 

of a furniture – as long as the surrounding surface is 

made of non-flammable material.

Bioethanol as a fuel enables an easy installation with no 

need for a flue or chimney – the fire simply needs to be 

connected to the main power supply. 
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PREMIUM COLLECTION
CUSTOM-MADE FIREPLACES
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PAIRING THE  CREATIVITY OF ARCHITECTS
AND INTERIOR DESIGNERS WITH DECOFLAME’S

EXPERTISE IS A MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN.
     -LOUISE CAMPBALL, ARCHITECT 

With the special needs of architects and interior designers in mind, we 

have created a unique, high-quality made-to-measure range of built-

in bioethanol fires. A wide variety of layouts, features and finishes offers 

creative freedom when adding a warm and stunning focal point to tra-

ditional and modern housing. Without the need for a chimney, flue or 

bearing wall, application possibilities for Decoflame bioethanol fireplaces 

are countless.

Whether choosing the beautifully crafted manual Decoflame burner or 

the elaborate e-Ribbon Fire™  technology as the ‘source of flame’, their 

characteristic seamlessly wide flame display is guaranteed to wow any 

viewer.

Our Premium line is all about co-creation and the possibilities are count-

less.
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Denver e-Eribbon fire™ drop-down burner
DOM Inteligentny fair, Poland
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A collaboration with HEBAN exclusive furniture retailer
DOM Inteligentny fair, Poland

Denver e-Ribbon Fire™
Private residence, Moscow
Designer: Anastasia Merzlyakova

Montreal™ 3000mm
Loft apartment designed by Alex Obraztsov
A winner of the Ukrainian Association of Architects
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Baseplate™ with manual burner 
Moscow, Russia

Denver e-Ribbon Fire™ drop-down burner
Exclusive furniture gallery ‘Heban’, Poland
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Montreal e-Ribbon Fire™ open to front and back
creating a focal point visible from different rooms

Montreal e-Ribbon Fire™ open to front and left side
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Orlando e-Ribbon Fire™
Jaguar - Land-Rover boutique, Moscow
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Montreal Panorama™ with e-RIbbon burner
Decoflame showroom, Denmark

Denver e-Ribbon Fire™ automatic burner
Toppino showroom, Italy
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Denver Corner™ private penthouse, Russia
Designer: Marina Tokarev
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Montreal e-Ribbon Fire™ 4000mm
‘Infinite Fire™’

Denver Corner™
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Westminster e-Ribbon Fire™ is a perfect bioethanol 
fire to replace traditional fireplaces

Denver e-Ribbon Fire™ drop-down burner
Private villa, Palm Jumeirah, Dubai
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A collaboration between Decoflame and Clic, a Danish 
furniture manufacturer:
Denver e-Ribbon™ automatic burner
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Denver e-Ribbon Fire™ drop-down burner
Private apartment, Paris

Paris™ the manual burner can be built into different columns 
where available length is a limitation
Decoflame showroom, Denmark
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Denver e-Ribbon Fire™
The Architectural Bureau of Alexandra Fedorova
Russia

Denver e-Ribbon Fire™ integrated into a piece of furniture
The Architectural Bureau of Alexandra Fedorova, Russia
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Orlando e-Ribbon Fire™
M.G. Olympic Residences, Cyprus
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An Orlando™ owith manual burner and 
black frame creates an inviting atmosphere 
in a cottage.

Orlando e-Ribbon Fire™

Orlando e-Ribbon Fire™

Orlando e-Ribbon Fire™
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Denver e-Ribbon Fire™ automatic burner
Private apartment, Switzerland
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Montreal e-Ribbon Fire™

Orlando e-Ribbon Fire™

Denver Round™ drop-down burner
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Westminster e-Ribbon Fire™

Westminster e-Ribbon Fire™
Decoflame showroom, Denmark

Milano e-Ribbon Fire™, Moscow

Westminster e-Ribbon Fire™ 
without the stone surround
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Denver Corner™

Denver Curved™

Denver Round™

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Drop-down burner/Integrated into premium casings 

Control: Touch display/ App/Remote controller/Smart Home System

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel/ RAL color

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Drop-down burner

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel/ RAL color

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Drop-down burner/integrated into premium casings 

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home  System

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel/RAL color

Type: Built-in fireplace/furniture

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure 

Layout: Drop-down burner

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel/RAL color

Denver Clic™

Denver e-Ribbon Fire™

Denver Basic+™

Baseplate™ with manual 
burner

Denver Ellipse™

Type: Table-top

Burner: Denver e-ribbon

Dimensions: 1000mm/1200mm 

Control: Touch display/ App/Remote controller/Smart Home System

Extra: TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel/white

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Drop-down burner/integrated into premium casings

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel or any RAL color

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver basic+

Dimensions: 900mm/1200mm

Layout: Drop-down burner/integrated into premium casings

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller

Extra: Glass

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel or any RAL color

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure baseplate

Layout: Drop-down burner/Integrated into premium casings

Control: Manual

Extra: Glass

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel or any RAL color
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Montreal™

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Open to front/Front and back/Front and one side/Three sides

Control: Touch display/ App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Open to front/Front and back

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Open to front/Front and back/Front and one side/Three sides

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home  System/Manual

Extra: glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black; frame - Black/Brushed stainless steel/RAL colors

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure 

Layout: Open to front/Front and back

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black

Orlando™

Manhattan™

Montreal Panorama™
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Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Open to front/Front and back/Front and one side/Three sides

Control: Touch display/ App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Open to front

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Stone surround; Black/Brushed/Polished stainless steel/RAL color

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure

Layout: Open to front

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home  System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed stainless steel

Type: Built-in fireplace

Burner: Denver e-ribbon/Denver basic+/Manual

Dimensions: Made-to-measure 

Layout: Open to front

Control: Touch display/App/Remote controller/Smart Home System/Manual

Extra: Glass/TV temp. sensor

Finish: Black/Brushed/Polished stainless steel/RAL color

Paris™

Westminster™

Westminster DS™

Milano™


